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ON SOME PROBLEMS OP CHOQUET THEORY CONNECTED WITH POTENTIAL THEORY. 
D#G. Keeelman 
1. We shall introduce aome neceesary notations and definitions. 
C(Q) - the 9pace of all real continuous functions on a compact 
space Q ; 
1 - the function equal to one on the whole of Q ; 
A(T) - the apace of all real continuoua affine functiona on a 
convex compact set T • 
E(T) - the eet of all boundary pointa of Tf or - as it i9 alao 
called - the extremal boundary of T ; 
Shrp » E(T)\E(T) - the increment of the eet'E(T) ; 
V(V) • x - thi9 means that the point x is a barycenter of the 
probability measure V on T f i.e. for all aeA(T) the equality 
a(x) « V(a) holds; 
another terminology: the measure represents the point x, or is 
representative for the point x ; 
M*(G) - the set of all probability meaauree which repreaent the 
point x and are centred on a Borel subset G c T ; 
gup V - the olo9ed gupport of the probability meaeure j/ on T ; 
face (x) - the smallest face T containing the point x ; 
S - the Choquet simplex; Qx-the 9malleet cloaed face T contain 
.̂ - maximal meaeure on S repreeenting the point ; 
• , + 2 * •••
 + 2 " Laplace operator in R gft[ 
X«» Xj> XL^ ^*w 
DEFINITION. We ehall aay that a aet P C(Q) eeparatea pointg of Q 
if for any two different pointa xty Q there is a function f P 
euch that f(x) t f(y). 
DEFINITION. A linear sub space H C(Q) is called a functional sy-
stem if H contains and separates points of Q • 
Let H' be the set of all real continuous linear functionala 
on H # 
By the state space of H we shall call the aet S H - L H' 
L( ) - 1 - L . 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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1# We shall introduce-some necessary notations and definitions* 
C(Q) - the space of all real continuous functions on a compact 
space Q ; 
1 - the functions equal to one on the the whole of Q ; 
A(T) - the space of all real continuous affine functions on a 
convex compact set T ; 
E(T) - the set of all boundary points of T f or-as it is also 
called - the extremal boundary of I ; 
Sl.^ » E(T)\E(T) - the increment of the set E(T) ; 
r( V ) » x - this means that the point x is a barycenter of the 
probability measure V on Tf i#e# for all a€ A(T) the equality 
a(x) = V(a) holds j 
another terminology: the measure V represents the point x 9 or is 
representative for the point x j 
M (G) - the set of all probability measures which represent the 
point x and are centred on a Borel subset G c T ; 
sup V - the closed support of the probability measure v> on T ; 
face(x) - the smallest face T containing the point x ; 
Qx - the smallest closed face T containing the point x ; 
S - the Choquet simplex; 
fix ffl#axjjnal Ksasure on s representing the point x ; 
A *̂ --\ *-^9 + • •• • — o - Laplace operator in Rn # 
?x£ ?x\ ?x£ 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a set PcC(Q) separates points of Q 
if for any two different points x fyeQ there is a function f € F 
such that f(x) + f(y)# 
DEFINITION. A linear subspace HSC(Q) is called a functional sy-
stem if H contains % and separates points of Q # 
Let H' be the set of all real continuous linear functionals on H # 
By the state space of H we shall call the set S H «[L € H'| 
Ut ) - 1 »8LB}# 
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If H ia considered in the weak topology* then S H ia & non-
empty compact convex subset of the locally convex apace H'# 
DEFINITION, If a point y belongs to Q , then <fy denoted the 
element of Sg defined by the equality 
(f y)(f) » f(7) for f€H # 
Notice that the map f is coi iinuoua. 
Ad H 9eparatea point9 of Q * f ia a one-to-me map, and iaf 
therefore, a homeomorphiam embedding Q into Sfi ea * compact sub-
set. This fact allows us to consider the initial compact space Q 
as a subset of the state apace. 
DEFINITION. We ahall denote by 9 H the aet of all ye Q for 
which <fy€E(Sfl)# We ahall call 9 H the Choquet boundary of H # 
DEFINITION. A aubaet GcQ ia called a boundary of H if for each 
f 6 H there is a point X€G such that 
|f(x)|« If I (. aupflrty)! I ycQJ). 
DEFINITION. The emalleet clo9ed boundary of H ie called the Silov 
boundary. 
It ie known that the Choquet boundary 9 H ia a boundary of Hf 
and its closure coincides with the Silov boundary. 
We ahall assume that the functional system ie closed (hence-
forward we ahall consider only the closed systems). 
We ehall denote by h —* h the ieometry H on A(Sj-.)f where 
h(e) • 9(h), 96 S H # 
Thug a realization of the closed functional system H on the com-
pact apace Q ia gotten, in the form of the space of all real con-
tinuous affine functions on the convex compact epace Sg # 
Aa the initial compact Q can be conaidered as a cloaed sub-
net of SN 9 the ieometry h —• h ie in fact the operator of ex-
tension of the functions from H from the set Q to continuous 
affine functions defined already on the whole atate space. 
DEFINITION. A functional ayetem ie called aimplicial if ita state 
apace ia the Choquet simplex. 
2. Let W be a relatively compact domain in R11 (n£ 2). Consider 
the functional system 
H(C) «{f6C(cJ)| Af « 0 in u)} . 
In 1970 Effroe and Kazdan proved that H( ) ie aimplicial. 
Sparring ourselves of the plain correctlone when studying the 
LL .chlet problem for the Laplace equation, we ahall assume the 
topological boundary of the open relatively compact aet to to be 
regular, i.e. that any portion of it has a poaitive capacity. 
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Let Y be a metrizable locally compact apace, and H* a sheaf 
of the hyperharmonic functions on Y such that (Y/H*) P is a 
harmonic space. 
Consider an open, relatively compact subset U) c Y and a sys-
tem of functions 
H(«v ) »{f€C(67) | f is a harmonic function on -u} # 
In 1974-76 Blitner and Hansen investigated the simpliciality *' 
of a system of a similar sort and in particular, proved that if 
H(&?) contains constant functions and separates points of 55 , 
i.e. if it is a functional system, then it is simpliclal. 
In the light of these results the following problem arises: 
Let ^ i and <*> 2 &e *wo °Pen# relatively compact subsets of 
R and R , respectively, where n«,* n 2* 2 . Consider two sim-
plicial functional systems: 
E{(0±) «{f6C(S3jL) | f is harmonic in U>±} f i - 1, 2 # 
Let S. and S 2 be their state spaces. Do the infinitely di-
mensional simplexes S^ and S 2 distinguish the dimensions of the 
sets k). and t° 2 ' *#e* can ttie 8 i m P l e x e 8 si &&& S2 be ai****-
nely homeomorphic? 
The answer to this question is given by the result stating 
that it is impossible, as the condition of the affine homeomorphi-
FT ox w o simplexes S- and S2 is equivalent to the existence of 
a homeomorphism 
if : E ^ ) E(S2), 
fatisfylng the conditions: 
1) f ( E ^ ) ) - E(S2) 
2) (* xeSho ) and x - fix) 
°2 
the equality /"~ • ̂ x ° / holds, where ^0/~ is the maximal 
measure on S 2 representing thw point x • 
Further, Effros and Kazdan proved, when studying the simplici-
al character of the class of the harmonic functions, that if a re-
latively compact domain &**c R3* (n>2) has an irregular point, 
then the state space of the functional system H(£3 ) is a prime 
y 
In the Choquet theory usually the simpliciality of the coisea of 
functions is investigated. But as in this paper only functional sy-
stems are considered, all the definitions and results are stated so 
that*they be applicable to functional systems. 
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simplex, i#e. a aimplex which ia no convex span of its two proper 
cloaed boundaries. By the way, it was also proved that a necessary 
condition for the primarity of a aimplex S ia the existence of a 
point x in it, which is from Shg 9 for which Q x « S # 
In connection with it the following problem arises: 
Let f be an arbitrary prime simplex, 
Ks -{yes | Qy -S} . 
Have Kg and Shg always a nonempty intersection ? 
If not, then what intrinsic characterization of a simplex yielda 
ita primarity ? The anawer to thia problem ia given by the follo-
wing resuita: 
1) It ia proved that if the increment Shg consists of a finite 
number of points, then always Shg n Kg £ 0 y and there la a 
point xe Shg for which Qx • S • 
2) In the general caae it turns out to be untrue: an example of a 
prime simplex ia mentioned, for which 
Shg n K *. 0 . 
In the course of achieving these results in a general simplex 
S , the set Kg is being investigated. It is proved by the way 
that,in particular, in the infinitely dimensional simp1exes there 
are no circled points (let alone the inner ones). 
Further, inasmuch as the trying to get the conditions equiva-
ent to the primarity of a simplex in the terms of the intersection 
.f Kg with Shg has proved to be a failure, the study of the 
)rime simplexes goes on, however, in the terms of the facial topo-
logy. It has been proved in the aame time that any nonempty aet 
open in the facial topology ia an intersection of the neighborhoods 
of the points from Shg with E(S). 
In this way we succeed in getting a necessary and sufficient 
condition of the primarity of a 8implex S 9 it is namely the pre-
sence of a direction { V^3 in the extremal boundary E(S)9 which in 
the facial topology converges to all boundary points. 
Again, consider an open, relatively compact Bet CJ in I^bi 2) 
and a harmonic functional system 
H(C ) « { h 6 C ( G ) ( A h - 0 in CJ J (0.1) 
Let S be its state apace, and we shall assume that the com-
pact set £> is embedded in S # In the process of solution of the 
classical Dlrichlet problem it is traditional to investigate the 
behavior of the solution in the inner, as well as in the boundary 
points of 0 # However , if E3 la embedded in infinitely dimensio-
nal simplex, the interior of CJ is no more its interior for S , 
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because in the latter the interior is empty. 
A natural question sets in : how to Introduce an analogue of 
interior in infinitely dimensional simplex ? 
Let S be a metric Choquet simplex. We define the Dirichlet 
operator f —* U f on the space C(E(S)) by setting Uf(x) «i^( f )# 
The affine function U f will be called a solution of the Dirichle* 
problem with continuous boundary data f • For each function f 
from C(E(S)) let us consider the set Af - f x e S | U f is continu-
ous at the point xj . 
Let A » D A- # 
f€C(E(S)) r 
It is plain that A is the set of the points of continuity of the 
solution of any Dirichlet problem with the continuous boundary fun-
ction. 
THEOREM 1# In the metric simplex S the set A has the following 
properties: 
1) A - 1 x 6 S | M+ (E(S)) » t/tj} ; f , 
2) There i s a continuous function p , convex on. S , such 
that A « Â  ; p - f / g ^ ; 
3) A i s of the type Gj. and i s dense in S . 
If the increment Shg / 0 f then for the set I » S - A the folic 
wing theorem holds: 
THEOREM 2. 
1) The set I in convex; 
2) The point x£ I & face(x)n I / - 0 ; 
3) for any two points: ye S and x€ I we have J y;x] c I # 
Let us assume now. that S is the state space of the functio-
nal system (091). If the topological boundary f^ contains some 
irregular points, then by the embedding of (3 in S these points 
become a subset of the set I ; i.e. the set I can be assumed as 
a generalization of the set of the irregular boundary points of 
to a Choquet simplex. On the other hand, as it follows from the 
classical method of Perron-Brelot. we have 
An a mUJU 3 H ( C J ) . 
From this reason, the role of an analogue of the interior of 
fits ill to the set A . 
**et us define the Dirichlet operator f -* U f already on the 
set B , of all real bounded Borel functions on E(S). setting 
Uf(x) - / f d^tx X6 S . 
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Thus gotten affine function U f we shall also call a solution of 
the Dirichlet problém with the boundary data f « 
Let 
Af « { x t S | U f is continuous at x} • 
Let us consider the sete 
Ao - ř n B Af « * h - s - A o • 
THEOREM 3 . For a l l functions f from B the following formula 
iiolds. 
Af - { x e s | f(x) * f ( x ) } , 
where 
f » inf a and f « sup a 
a 6 A ( S ) , a / E ( S ) > f a e í ( S ) , a / E ( s ) í f 
THEOREM 4 . The following assertions hold: 
1) X6 AQ £=> face (x) c AQ ; 
i f I o jt 0 , then 
2) I i s convex; 
0 r r 
3) for any points y é S , x 6 l Q the set L * i y L c I 0 ; 
4) í0 - a . 
COROLLARÍ. If there are no isolated points in the extremal boundary 
of the simplex S then for all xe AQ the maximal measure M x 
ha8 no atomic components. 
Finálly, if we assumě that S is the statě space of the fun­
otional systém (0,1), then, using the aforementloned and the method 
of Perron-Brelot, we get that 
AQn io - u) . 
This fact allows to consider the set AQ as an analogue of the 
interior of OJ and to call it a quasiinterior of the simplex S # 
Let us return back to the assertion proved by Effros and Kaz-
dan: if co is arelatively compact domain of R11 , which has irregu-
lar points, then the statě space S of the funotional systém H(ÓJ) 
is a primary simplex. 
By the embedding of co in S , the domain CO passes by virtue 
of the Harnack inequality, into a part ' ' of the simplex belon-
ging to its quasiinterior, which is, moreover, dense, because 
' Recal that two points x tyeS pass into the samé loble if 
face(x) • face(x)# 
'The author uses in Russian the word "dolya" • 
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The primarity of the state space at Effros and Kazdan followed 
from the fact that any irregular point x of the domain Co alwass 
has a probability measure9 which represents x and charges U) , 
and therefore, charger a dense part 'of AQ # 
In connection with it a problem appears: how to characterize 
the dense parts++'in a simplex S ? 
THEOREM 5. A part*** 3D is dense in a simplex S iff for each 
point xfc 3> we have 
s u p ^ x -- E(S) # 
From this theorem it follows that if for a point x£ Shg there is 
a probability measure ^x 6 Mx^ S^' wJl*ohl charges a dense part ' 
of a simplex, then the simplex is prime. 
As in the elliptic case such a measure charges a dense part ' 
of A , a conjecture might appear9 that in any simplex S in 
which the increment is nonempty, the existence of a dense part ' 
in AQ yields the primarity of S # However, an example can be 
mentioned to show that it is not true. 
Let G be a closed subset of S which is a closed boundary 
for a functional system A(S)# 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a point x from G has a system of 
weak peak points on G if for any neighborhood V"(x)cG of the 
point x there is a quasivertex, i.e. such a function h£A(S) , 
that h(x) > 0 and h/G . ̂ (x)
 C 0# 
A characteristics of the points which have a system of quasiverti-
ces: It is shown that such points can belong only to the Silov 
boundary E(S), and that x has a system of quasivertices on G 
iff for each measure Vx*^± ^ *he Po:Jjrt x belongs to suppy** 
As a corollary to this assertion a property of irregular 
points of open relatively compact sets to 6 Rn (n> 2) is obtained 
namely: every its irregular point has a system of weak peak points 
on (o , i.e. for every its neighborhood 2A(x)c Q there is such 
a function h 6 H ( Q ) that h(x) > 0 and h/fiJ\^(x) ̂  ° • 
By the way of application to any convex xompact set T we 
get, that the points having a system of weak peak points on the 
whole T are exactly the boundary points. 
++> The author uses in Russian the word "dolya И 
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